
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Cable and satellite face stiff competition
•• Most recognize subscription services are becoming costlier
•• Consumers can be critical of video streaming

Many consumers feel that subscription services are becoming more expensive,
and some will deal with ads if it means that they have access to the service for
free. Furthermore, leading sentiment suggests that video streaming provides
many appealing features such as higher levels of customization and hosting
better content than cable TV.
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"Canadians are keen
consumers of video
entertainment with most using
cable/satellite pay TV, as
well as on-demand streaming
services and free streaming
services. Free trials motivate
consumers to subscribe to
paid video streaming services,
but at the same time, they
may be using such a service to
only watch a specific
program."
- Andrew Zmijak, Research
Analyst
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• The opportunities
• Free trials can pull in new subscribers

Figure 4: Video streaming behaviours, September 2019
• Opportunity to attract fathers

Figure 5: Saturation in subscription market (% agree), fathers
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• Video streaming has a lot to offer
Figure 6: Video streaming service-related attitudes,
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• What it means

• Population growth and younger Canadians a boon for
category

• New regulations could lead to more Canadian content
• Canadians will be cautious with spending habits
• Expanding infrastructure projects and their effects

• Population growth as well as younger Canadians will boost
category
Figure 7: Population growth, high-growth scenario, Canada,
2019-24

• Call for new rules could lead to more Canadian content
• Canadians will be wary with spending habits
• Expanding infrastructure projects and their effect
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• The video streaming landscape continues to expand
• Positive consumer attitudes towards video streaming
• Consumers are experiencing subscription overload
• Price concerns are still there
• Competition ramping up between video streaming brands

• The video streaming landscape continues to expand
• Positive consumer attitudes towards video streaming

• Consumers are experiencing subscription overload
Figure 8: hayu Canada Instagram post, December 2019

• Price concerns are still there

• Competition ramping up between video streaming brands
• Content overload and piracy: the next battle

• Most are still using cable or satellite TV
• Devices used to watch video content
• Free trials lead to subscription
• Most believe subscriptions are getting costlier
• Video streaming services provide appealing features

• Most are still using cable or satellite TV
Figure 9: Usage of video sources, September 2019

• Men are more inclined towards online-enabled services
Figure 10: Usage of video sources (select), by gender,
September 2019

• Older groups stick to cable
Figure 11: Usage of video sources, by age, September 2019
Figure 12: Usage of video sources, parents vs non-parents,
September 2019

• Usage of streaming services lacks among Quebecers
Figure 13: Usage of video sources, Quebecers vs overall,
September 2019

• What devices are viewers using to watch?
Figure 14: Rogers Ignite, acquisition mailing, October 2019
Figure 15: Devices used to watch video entertainment, IPTV vs
live sports streaming, September 2019
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Figure 16: Devices used to watch video entertainment from
on-demand streaming service, September 2019
Figure 17: Devices used to watch video entertainment from
free streaming services, September 2019

• Free trials lead to subscription
Figure 18: Video streaming behaviours, September 2019
Figure 19: Video streaming behaviours, 18-44s vs over-45s,
September 2019

• Most think subscriptions are getting pricier
Figure 20: Saturation in subscription market (% agree),
September 2019

• Mixed signals coming from younger male users
Figure 21: Saturation in subscription market, men 18-44 vs
overall, September 2019

• Fathers are prime targets
Figure 22: Saturation in subscription market, fathers with
children under 18 in the household vs overall, September 2019

• Video streaming services provide appealing features
Figure 23: Video streaming service-related attitudes,
September 2019
Figure 24: Karl Conrad Breaks Down Ignite TV vs. Competitors,
May 2019
Figure 25: Cat and Nat Answer The Top 5 Questions About
Ignite TV, May 2019
Figure 26: Rogers Ignite, acquisition mail, August 2019
Figure 27: Rogers Ignite, informational email, November 2019
Figure 28: Video streaming service-related attitudes, by age,
September 2019

• Yearly contracts are not popular
Figure 29: Cost-related attitudes towards digital video,
September 2019

• Fewer ads with free online videos would drive up viewership
Figure 30: Video viewing-related attitudes, September 2019
Figure 31: Video viewing-related attitudes, by age,
September 2019
Figure 32: Netflix, Wild District, informational email,
November 2019

VIDEO STREAMING BEHAVIOURS

SATURATION IN SUBSCRIPTION MARKET

ATTITUDES TOWARDS DIGITAL VIDEO
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Figure 33: Netflix, The Toys That Made Us, informational email,
November 2019

• Some are critical of video streaming services
Figure 34: Critical attitudes towards video streaming,
September 2019
Figure 35: Critical attitudes towards video streaming, by age,
September 2019
Figure 36: Amazon Prime Video, Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan,
mobile ad, November 2019
Figure 37: Netflix Originals, The Crown, mobile ad, November
2019

• South Asian attitudes towards digital video
Figure 38: South Asian* attitudes towards digital video
(select), September 2019

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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